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Appendix A 
Willow School  
Gladstone, New Jersey 
 
“The building is a teacher with a hidden 
agenda.” School founder, Mark Biedron 
 
The Willow School is an independent school 
for children grades K-8 located on 34 acres in 
Gladstone, New Jersey. The campus includes 
a new 13,500 square-foot classroom building, 
an administrative building housed in the site’s 
original farmhouse and a library in a converted 
barn. The classroom building is the second 
school in the United States to achieve a 
LEED™ Gold rating (the first in New Jersey), 
and the first private school in the country to do 
so. It has been recognized by many 
publications and organizations as a model of 
green school design.   
 
The founders of Willow School did not set out 
to build one of the greenest schools in the 
country. It was only after about 75% of the 
original construction drawings were complete 
that they realized a healthy connection to 
nature was integral to the principles upon 
which the school was conceived. “Light bulbs 
began to go off,” said Mark Biedron, Willow’s 
co-founder along with his wife Gretchen. The school’s designers were asked to take a break and return in 
two months with fresh, green ideas. “What will it take to achieve a LEED™ rating?” the Biedrons wanted 
to know. An integrated, collaborative design process was then initiated in which the architect, engineers, 
and contractors were brought together early in the redesign process. The founders note that this was a 
significant factor in keeping the costs of sustainable building down – everyone was able to provide input 
simultaneously and address concerns collectively throughout the planning stages. Some on the team 
were hesitant and said a US Green Building Council LEED™ rating could not be achieved. However, 
extensive research into each component of the rating system was done and, step by step, the school was 
designed and built according to LEED™ standards. Mark Biedron is emphatic when he states that green 
building is not just about solar panels or recycling or any isolated factor. It is about creating integrated 
systems that have the potential to improve the environmental conditions of the site and create an 
environmentally responsible building. 
 
Students at Willow are highly aware of their school’s unique systems approach: it is embedded in every 
area of the curriculum. When the school studies water, each class explores the topic in a unique way, 
based on the school’s water recycling system: art classes draw all the elements of the system; English 
classes write essays detailing the system’s significance; math classes solve problems involving gallons of 
water; science classes study how the system works; even music classes sing about water.  
 
Green Features 
As part of the Willow School’s goal of sustainability, the owner encouraged the designers and builders of 
the school not to cut corners, since they were creating a “150-year building”. Durable buildings are 
inherently more sustainable than those not designed for the long term.  
 
From foundation to roof, many of the building materials at the Willow School were reclaimed from far and 
wide. The school’s foundation is made of stones from the foundations of old barns in Pennsylvania. 
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Douglass fir rafters from a Diamond Match toothpick factory in Maine form the school’s timber frame. 
Southern yellow pine posts, beams and plates from a cotton mill in South Carolina were salvaged and 
reused. Windows, doors and trim are made of Douglas fir from Heinz vinegar tanks in Pittsburgh, PA. 
Hard western red cedar from a Heinz pickle tank and redwood from a Manhattan rooftop form the 
building’s sill plates.  The plywood is Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Certified and the standing seam 
roof is made from 85% recycled stainless steel. 
 

 

 
Many interior materials are also salvaged or have recycled content. The linoleum floor in the classrooms 
is composed of linseed oil, pine rosin, sawdust, cork dust, limestone and natural pigments applied to 
natural fiber jute backing. Ceilings in the classrooms are made of 100% cotton sound insulation covered 
with Heart Cypress wooden slats made from salvaged 80-year old North Carolina coast marine pilings. 
Other ceilings in the building are covered in tile made from recycled newspapers and computer printout 
runs. Countertops are natural slate and the interior of the cabinets are wheatboard. Terrazzo tiles on the 
bathroom floors are made with 100% recycled glass. Low emitting paints and coatings were used on the 
interior and water-based stains were applied to the exterior wood portions of the building. Trees that had 
to be cleared to build the school were made into furniture for the classrooms, much of it hand-crafted by 
Amish furniture makers. Even the bathroom partitions are made of recycled plastic detergent bottles.  
 
The curbing in front of the building was salvaged from a cloverleaf on Interstate 95 near Hartford, 
Connecticut.  The bluestones for the sidewalk come from Charles Street Boston where they were pulled 
up for the “big dig.” Old telephone poles were used for the light poles. Being able to find all these 
materials required much networking and research.  At the time the school was built the deconstruction 
industry was still underground and word-of-mouth. According to Biedron, it is now it is much more 
established and accessible. 
 
Recycling systems are just as important as recycled materials at the Willow School and the use and reuse 
of water was carefully considered. Low flow toilets, waterless urinals and motion sensor-operated 
lavatories were installed in the bathrooms.  Beyond the fixtures the school uses an integrated approach to 
water recycling and treatment.  Rainwater is collected in a 57,000 gallon recycled plastic tank, disinfected 
with ozone, and then used to flush the toilets. The wastewater is then pumped to a fiberglass septic tank, 
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where solids settle and are pumped out. The 
remaining waste water then flows to a 
constructed wetland where hydroponic plants 
remove suspended solids, phosphorous and 
nitrogen. After then moving through a sand filter, 
the water is at recreational quality and is 
pumped back into the site through a pressure 
dosed infiltration field.  The infiltration field is 
smaller than a traditional leech field and is 18 
inches deep versus eight feet, saving 20-30% in 
construction costs.  This system is designed to 
process 4,760 gallons per day and more than 
meets the needs of the school.  
 
Stormwater is handled through proper design 
and plant selection.  Seventy-thousand native 
grasses and perennial plugs with roots 12-18 

inches deep were planted on site, creating a sponge by opening up the soil and allowing for effective 
rainwater absorption.  Swales at the side of the main drop-off area move rainwater toward the plantings. 
There is now less rainwater runoff from the site than before the school was built - an example of green 
design that actually improves existing conditions. 
 
Energy Features 
While the Willow School incorporates many beautiful sustainable materials and embraces regenerative 
landscaping and water conservation practices, energy efficiency was also a top priority.  The school 
building sits on an east-west axis to allow for passive solar heating and ample daylighting. Sensors dim 
the electric lights according to the level of natural light entering the rooms. The building envelope is 
insulated with R-19 cotton batts in the walls and R-30 structural insulated panels (SIPs) for the roof.  The 
windows have low e glazing and a solar heat gain coefficient of .37 (limiting heat gain from the sun).  High 
efficiency radiant floor heating and ducted cooling maintain the desired indoor thermal conditions. When 
the outside temperature is between 65˚F and 80˚F, the mechanical systems shut down and green lights 
turn on in the classrooms, letting the children know they can open the windows. This expanded comfort 
zone is a no-cost strategy for energy savings.  A 13kW solar array on the building’s roof provides some of 
the school’s electricity while also acting as a teaching tool for the children.  Wind energy was considered 
for Willow School but it was determined to be unfeasible. Instead, a demonstration windmill is planned as 
an educational tool. All the energy efficiency and renewable energy measures at the Willow School result 
in an annual energy cost savings of 50% or about $15,000 annually.  
 
Code/Regulatory Issues 
Code officials were unfamiliar with some of the Willow School’s non-typical building materials and 
methods, and therefore questioned them. However, long after completion, when asked if there were any 
regulatory obstacles during design and construction of the project, the local code official stated that there 
were few if any. He went on to explain that Mark Biedron and his design team had done extensive 
research on all the technologies they were using. As such the team was able to demonstrate that the 
code was being met or surpassed in all applicable areas. Specific issues that required the design team to 
provide additional information are discussed below. 
 

Vapor Barrier in Exterior Wall 
The local building inspector took issue with the proposed exterior wall assembly because it does 
not have a vapor barrier.  From the outside in the wall was to be made up of: wood clapboard, an 
air space, 15# felt building paper, plywood sheathing, 2x6 studs, unfaced cotton insulation batts, 
5/8” gypsum board and latex paint. Here the latex paint is serving as a vapor retarder, rather than 
the typical strategy of kraft paper faced batt insulation, where the kraft paper serves as a vapor 
barrier.  
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The issue was resolved when Terry Brennan, the building science consultant for the project, gave 
the following explanation for how the wall would handle moisture vapor.  The wall functions as a 
flow-through assembly meaning that it can dry to the interior or exterior.  Moisture vapor moves 
via air flow and or via vapor pressure, from higher vapor pressure to lower vapor pressure 
(typically from warm to cold).  The wall assembly addresses air flow driven moisture vapor and 
vapor pressure driven moisture vapor as follows: 
 
 The wall is designed to have minimal air leakage – all openings through the wall were 

thoroughly caulked and sealed. This will inhibit the flow of moisture vapor into the wall 
assembly via air leakage.   

 
 The school typically has low relative humidity since ventilation rates are linked to occupancy.  

Therefore, in the cold weather the vapor pressure inside will be greater than outside, but its 
force will be limited.   

 
 The latex paint on the interior surface of the wall acts as a vapor retarder, limiting the amount 

of moisture vapor that will enter the wall assembly. 
 

 When a limited amount of moisture vapor does enter the wall, the cotton insulation in the 
assembly has the capacity to take it on and dry out when conditions permit. The cotton fibers 
have a lot of surface area, so the molecules of moisture vapor can be spread throughout the 
insulation. Water vapor needs to be 5 molecules thick to become liquid water, so the more 
surface area there is, the less chance there is of the vapor becoming a liquid. 

 
 In the mixed humid climate of Gladstone, the dew point temperature will likely not be reached 

within the wall assembly.  For instance, in the winter, if the relative humidity within the school 
is 30% and the temperature is 68˚F and the outdoor RH is 50% and 30˚F, the dewpoint 
temperature at the plywood sheathing (assumedly the first cold surface the warm moisture 
vapor from indoors would encounter) would be roughly 25˚F. Since the plywood will not get 
that cold, condensation will not occur. 

 
Cotton Insulation 
The batt insulation at the Willow School is 100% cotton, made from recycled blue jeans.  The 
project team had to provide the flame spread rating and smoke development rating data for the 
insulation to be approved. 

 
Naturally Durable Sill Plates 
Code officials were concerned that the building’s sill plates were made of salvaged cypress and 
redwood rather than pressure-treated lumber. Data was provided on the durability of the species 
used. It was also shown that the International Building Code (IBC) recognizes heartwood of 
redwood as naturally durable, and acceptable in contact with masonry. 

 
 Photovoltaic (PV) Array 

While solar electric installations can sometimes cause regulatory delays, the electrical inspector 
for the project was familiar with the technology and the PV subcontractor’s installation met all 
code requirements. As a result the school had no trouble gaining approval for their 13 kilowatt 
system.   

 
Constructed Wetland Wastewater Treatment 
It took slightly more than a year to gain approval from the local Board of Health (BOH) and the 
New Jersey DEP (Department of Environmental Protection) for the wastewater treatment system 
at the Willow School. The school’s strategy of using a constructed wetland was one of the first of 
its kind seeking approval in the state. Since the BOH and the DEP hadn’t encountered such a 
system before, the project team had to educate both organizations on the merits of the approach.  
Water quality issues, system capacity, and winter time operation had to be addressed.  
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The team successfully demonstrated, over the course of many meetings, that the wastewater 
would be at recreational quality after moving through the system.  During operation, as with any 
wastewater treatment system, the Willow School has to test water samples monthly to verify that 
the water meets the requirements of their National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
(NPDES) permit.  The permit limits what can be discharged, has monitoring and reporting 
requirements, and other provisions to ensure that the discharge does not hurt water quality or 
people's health.   
 
With regard to concerns about freezing, the project team was able to show that in central New 
Jersey’s climate, even during periods of weather below freezing, adequate water flow will still 
occur for the system to function properly. 

 
Next Steps 
To build upon its foundation as an exemplary green facility, the Willow School is currently constructing a 
second, 8,000 square-foot barn-style building that will be used for a dining hall, common space and 
classrooms. This building is aiming to save 70% in energy costs and obtain LEED™ Platinum 
certification. It would be the second school building in the country to obtain this recognition.  
 
Project Summary 
Architect: Ford Farewell Mills & Gatsch 
Landscape Architect: Back to Nature 
Building Science Consultant: Terry Brennan, Camroden Associates, Inc. 
Contractor: Solid Wood Construction 
 
Willow School Energy Efficient/Green features 
Building Envelope 
Walls – R-19 cotton insulation   
Ceiling –R-30 SIP (structural insulated panel) roof 
Low e windows, SHGC (solar heat gain coefficient) .37 
Foam air sealing around all windows and doors  
Mechanical systems, energy efficiency features 
Passive solar orientation, clerestory glazing and concrete slab provide passive solar heating 
92% efficient gas fired boilers feed radiant floor heating 
High efficiency air conditioning 
Heating and cooling not provided when outdoor temperature is between 65˚F and 80˚F. Green light in 
classrooms notifies students to open windows. 
Ventilation system using heat recovery wheel 
13 kW solar array 
Appliances/lighting 
Daylighting throughout building 
Fluorescent lighting with daylight dimming  
Green/recycled materials practices 
Cork flooring 
Linoleum flooring 
Wheat board core cabinets 
Terrazzo flooring made with recycled glass 
FSC Certified plywood 
85% recycled stainless steel standing seam roof 
Recycled paper ceiling tiles 
Recycled plastic bottle bathroom partitions 
Salvaged timber framing from South Carolina cotton mill 
Salvaged Douglas fir from Heinz vinegar tanks in Pittsburg used for windows and trim 
Salvaged Douglass fir rafters from a Diamond Match toothpick factory in Maine used for framing 
Salvaged hard western red cedar from Heinz  pickle tanks and redwood from a Manhattan rooftop 
used for sill plates 
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Salvaged cypress boards from North Carolina coast pilings used for ceilings 
Salvaged limestone blocks from Pennsylvania  barns used for exterior of building 
Salvaged telephone poles used for light poles 
Asphalt from local road demolition was used for school roads base layer 
Granite curbing from cloverleaf on I-95 in Connecticut used for curbing 
Flyash concrete 
Recycled HDPE (high density polyethylene) piping 
Trees Cleared from the school site were made into desks and furniture by an Amish wood working 
company 
Indoor air quality measures 
Low toxicity materials, finishes and cleaning products 
Two-week flushout of building before occupancy 
Students remove shoes and wear slippers inside to minimize pollutants from outside 
Water Conservation 
Native plantings help create “sponge” for infiltration of stormwater to level that exceeds site infiltration 
before school was built 
Recycled rainwater used for toilet flushing 
Waterless urinals 
Constructed wetland treats waste water. Once treated it is returned to the site to recharge the ground 
water 
Transportation 
The school hopes to have a natural gas or electric bus in the future.  
 


